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What do you want to talk about?
Which of these situations can you relate to? Circle any that apply.

 “I'd really like to get out of this RUT and wake up excited for work every
day."
 “There are some redeeming qualities about my career but I've got to
have a better plan for what's next.”
 “I can’t just quit – I need to integrate my search into my daily plan and
stay motivated day-by-day so I can make a smooth transition.”
 “What do I wanna be when I grow up.” ... or more accurately, “What do
I want to do NEXT now that I AM grown up?”
 “There has got to be a better way to leverage my talent and time to
make the kind of money I deserve"
 "My resume isn’t generating enough responses - I’ve got to figure out
how to make it stand out among all this competition."
 “I certainly deserve a promotion, but office politics being what they are,
I better make sure I don't get passed over (again)."
 “How can I get more comfortable with networking - I know that’s the
best way to make the right contacts?"
 “I know I give a pretty good interview, but what else I can do to secure
first place against all other candidates?"
 “What if the job offer comes in too low? How can I negotiate a better
deal?”
 “I'm almost ready to retire - I just need an exciting and meaningful plan
for how I'll use my time (that’s a career change, too)."
Now let’s talk about breaking through these challenges and create the rewarding career
move you want to achieve. The first session’s “on the house.”
Just call or e-mail to request for a sample session.
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